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Face rest crescent
 

A revolutionary design makes the Boiance™  
Face Rest Crescent one of the most comfortable 
massage table accessories on the market today. 
The union of ultra comfortable padding 
and water spheres combine to deliver 
an exceptional feeling of comfort and 
relaxation. The Boiance™ Face Rest 
Crescent also features a unique, very 
open space to avoid all pressure on 
the eyes and sinus cavities. This 
face rest crescent was designed 
and engineered by LMT Patricia 
Binder. Using her experience and 
expertise in the field of massage 
therapy, Patricia has used that 
knowledge to build the face rest 
crescent your clients will love. We’ve 
even added the option to choose from 
our full array of PVC Free Terra Touch™ 
and Ultra Touch™ fabrics to match your 
existing massage table upholstery. 
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•  Can be used for prone or supine positioning with unique internal support elements. 
 

•  Supple 100% Polyurethane fabric lasts longer than PVC fabrics. Choose from 27 colors!
 

•  100% Money Back Guarantee. If you don’t find it to be the most comfortable face rest  
    crescent you have ever used! 

Choose from 27 environmentally friendly fabric 
choices. These PVC-Free fabrics are not only safe 
for the environment but also safe for your clients 
as well. You can choose from 21 TerraTouch™ 
fabric choices and 6 UltraTouch™ Fabric choices. 
 

Upholstery choices

recommended accessories
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patented design floats your clients face 
on a series of water spheres 

high density, super soft polyurethane 
and visco-elastic foams insure longevity 
and comfort 

designed to work with any face  
rest platform

open space to avoid all pressure to 
eyes and sinus cavities

Quicklock™ Face rest platform

Face rest Fleece

Flat Face rest coversFitted Face rest coverspremium Face rest cozies

adjustable Face rest platform
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